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Motivation for introducing distributions
In the lecture, we learned the conceptofdistributions, which followed

thatof test function and was followed bythatof differentiation, convergence,

summability of distribution and so on.

Butin the first place, why did we need tointroduce these concepts?
Whatcan we use them for? For one, one mayneed
distributions in Partial Differential Equations (PDE) theory

For u = C"(RRx*RtiIR), let us consider ut+(f(w) =0, u(x,0) =Pxx... (*).

where I is a C function on C"(R."Rt: RR) toC (Ric + R+;(R), which means

if f(x) =3n+1 then flux is a function defined by (f(i)(x,t) =3 winst)+1, and
we suppose f(0) =0 (e.g. f(u) =u +-) and b is given.

The second equality of 1) gives an initial condition to the firstequation of (),

which is a PPE and the main partof ().

A) is called a conservation law. This is because for any function 4,

which decays as kil->a, ifa solves the PDE,
the total "mass" (it's mass if we regard u as density) does notchange over to

Indeed, at SixU(,4d+= (pUtkn,t)dt = -(,p(fcus], dr =0.
↑otice thatthe second equalityis from (*) and the lastone is

because a decays as goes to infinity. Mostimportantly, the first equality
requires an explanation and it's noteasy to show in a general sense.

LActually I'm not sure if it's possible)

Now let us try to solve (*). Firstly,
() is a kind of "firstorder quasilinear PDEs", which are of the form

a(x,y,u(2,3)) (sk), 2) +b(c,,u(x,y)) ur(1,2) =((x,y,n(),7)(**)

where we suppose a, b, c t C/IR;R).



We get ML if we assign a =fin), b =1, c =0 (notice (full) = fins une).

So we can solve (*) by applying the way to solve firstorder quasilinear
PDEs. The logic is a bit technical, butin short, (**) can be

reduced to some ODEs(Ordinary Differential Equation),which we can
solve (relatively easily, byintroducing parameters and v. Namely, for(),

2,x(r,s) =f(zcr,s),x(r,0) =r, (1)

E 8st(r,s) =1, t(r,0) =0, (2)

2sz(r,s) =0,z(r,0) =b(r). (3)

where z(r,s) =u(xcr,s), t(r,x).

(2) and (3) give z(r,s)
=d(r), t(r,s) =s

We substitute this zCr,s) into (1) and get c(r,s) = f(xcri)s+r.
Since sit, if r is fixed, i =f(xirt+2 gives a straight
line in set-plane. Also, while is fixed,
u(ir,s),t(r,s) = z(r, s) =b(r) is constant.
So if we suppose =r,,r, s.t f'(a(n) *f(d(re)) (so also deris*dcrul,
two straightlines in it-plane intersectatsome point so,
so f(ri) =z(r,,so) =z(r2,so) =P(r), which means singularities occur,

(classical
and therefore any continuous solution of 1) does not exist.

We need the idea of distribution here. In other words,
the existence of discontinuous solutions of 1) can be proven with

distributions.

Let us think briefly about why distribution can offer a solution
to the problem. As we learned in the lecture, for any heLec(R"),
in (defined as Tulf) =S,p-h(X) f()dX, fEDCRY gives an example of a
distribution. This map T:hiTn is injective, and therefore DIR")

has a one-to-one correspondence with the image T(D((R2)).

(Recall DLIRY cLeCIRY



Also, as a matter of fact, T(DURY) is dense in D'(RY,

which means any elementof DARY can be approximated by
This(h; 2 DURY). (This is actually why elements of DIRY) are called "test"functions.)
Furthermore, we can rationally define many properties of functions
such as convergence, differentiation, multiplication with elements ofCPRY.

Given thatDCRY is a strictly larger space than T(D(RY),
and taking the above into consideration, we conclude that
DCRY can be considered tobe an extension ofT(D(RY),

So we can say if some a satisfies a PDEin the sense of distributions,

which means, in the case of 14), ut+(f(usI =0, TY(x,0) =441, utD'ARY,
then I' is a discontinuous solution of the PDE.

To be precise, hand in (or, u and full should be totallyidentified,
so we just write Till as up because 4" does not generally exist,
and we call ueDCRY) a weak solution.

More explanation;

If hE DURY solves a PDE 2h =f (2: partial differential operator), then in satisfies
the corresponding PDE LT:it. In this anologue, since we can consider D'LRY to be
an extension of D(IRY), if we D'URY satisfies In:If in the same sense as IT: if,

we can say the function thatcorresponds to a by T is a solution of the original PDE.

However, hEDLRY) satisfying usin does notexistif u t D'LRY) T(D((RY),

so we directlycall we D'CRY a weak solution of the PDE.
......................u DCIRY

D(IR) injective T(D(IRY)
....................

This is how distributions playa key role in analysis.

I hope this promotes your understanding of distribution theory.


